
Jupiter Class Newsletter                                                                        Autumn Term 2022                  

                                             
 

Dear Parents, 

 

Your children have settled in well to Year 4 Class Jupiter They are getting used to their new  classroom 

routines and structures. In Year 4  we are excited to trial the new Chromebooks and look forward to sharing 

our work using Google Classroom. More information to follow. 

 

Here is an overview of what your child will be learning this term in Jupiter. 

 

Theme: Why did they Settle here? 

 

Book Focus: Westlandia by Paul Fleischman 

Tamarind and the Star of Ishta by Jasbinder Bilam 

Until I met Dudley by Roger  McGough and Chris Riddell.   

How Does a Lighthouse Work? By Roman Belyaev 

 

Subject Area Topic 

English 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

Book Focus: Autumn 1 
Westlandia Outcomes: 

Retelling, character description, book review 

Main Outcome: 
Non-chronological report 

Overview and Outcomes: 

The children will begin by creating a shelter for their own civilization, as a hook to create 
engagement with the text. The first part then continues with children making predictions, describing 

Wesley’s character and eventually retelling the story in their own words. In the second part, children 

begin by creating a non-chronological report, published as a brochure for Weslandia itself, using 
planning models and information from and inferred from the text. In the final part, children create 

their own civilization, based on Weslandia. Grammar and spelling objectives are embedded 

throughout. 
 

Tamarind and the Star of Ishta Outcomes:  

Children will begin by considering the setting for the story and exploring the similarities and 
differences between the UK and India as presented in the text.  Throughout there will be plentiful 

opportunities for children to answer retrieval and inference questions presented in different formats, 

as well as defining new vocabulary in context, predicting, sequencing and summarising.  The series 
of lessons culminates in children considering the significance of various items in the story 

 

To follow- Autumn 2 

 
Until I Met Dudley Outcomes: 

Two explanation texts - formal and informal 

Overview and Outcomes: 

Children write their own explanation texts for everyday objects, inventing their own imaginary 
responses to the question of how they work, before researching and describing them properly.  They 

also write letters to a fictional ‘Dudley’ character asking for his help to get to the bottom of some 

more complicated items. 

 
How does a Lighthouse Work Outcomes: 

Have you ever wondered how a lighthouse works, what’s really inside them or why they’re painted 

in unusual patterns? This beautifully illustrated book allows us to depart on an enchanting voyage 

with a group of school children to discover the answers to these questions along with other 

fascinating facts about lighthouses and how they work. This will support the children’s 

understanding of instructional writing.  
 
Picture news (weekly topical news) 

Discussion/ argument texts alongside guided reading activities 

 
Spelling taken from Spelling Shed: A new spelling rule learnt each 

week! 



Maths 

 

 
 

 

Autumn Block 
 

Number : Place Value   

 

Number: Addition and Subtraction  

 

Number: Multiplication and Division 

 
Times tables 

This school year in school (Y4), your children will be required to take a national online ‘Multiplication 

Timetable Check’. 
 

 The purpose of the MTC is to determine whether pupils can recall their times tables fluently, which is 

essential for future success in mathematics. It will help schools to identify pupils who have not yet 
mastered their times tables, so that additional support can be provided. By the end of year 3, the 

children should know their X2, x3, x4, x5, x8, x10 tables.  

One website that is useful to use is: 
https://mathsframe.co.uk/en/resources/resource/477/MultiplicationTables-Check  

 The 6 seconds the children are given on this site is a very similar format to the test which will also be 

taken online. We also have the new and very popular ‘Times Table Rock Stars’ which all the children 
have their own log in for.  

https://ttrockstars.com/     

Also useful are: ‘NumberGym’ and ‘My Maths’ to support your child’s learning. 
 http://www.numbergym.co.uk/  

 https://www.mymaths.co.uk/  

 

History  

 

Britain’s settlement by the Anglo-Saxons and Scots 

 

I can explore Britain;s settlemnts by the Anglo-Saxons and Scots and consider the effects of life today. 
 

I can explain how life in Britain changed as a result of the Anglo-Saxon and Scots 

invasions,recognising similarities and differences.. 
 

I can analyse historical evidence and aretefacts to make claims about Anglo-Saxon life and culture.. 

 
I can describe the work of some key individuals at the time. 

 

Geography 

 

Places and People 

 

I can carry out research to discover features of villages, towns or cities..  

 

I can explain why people may be attracted to live in cities. 
 

I can explain why people may chose to live in one place rather than another.. 

 

 

Science 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Animals including humans 

 

I can identify, name and describe the parts of the human digestive system.. 
 

I can identify and describe the different types of teeth in humans and their functions. 

 
Electricity 

 

I can identify and name appliances that require electricity to function..  
 

I can construct a series circuit and name the components in a series circuit (including cells, wires,bulbs 

switches and buzzers) 
  

I can draw a circuit diagram 
.I can predict and test whethetrb a lamp will light within a circuit. 

I can describe the difference between a conductor and insulator-giving examples of each, knowing 

metals are conductors. 

Art 

 

Claude Monet- Sketching/Painting 

 

Key Artist: Claude Monet 

Key Skills: Sketching/Painting 
Can I investigate different pieces of art from the same artist? How did they change over time? Why? 

Can I research Impressionism and how this is a different differs to other Art.  

Mix colours from a Monet painting.  
Can I create a collect digital images to create my own painting? 

Can I use paint to create an impression of a real image 

https://mathsframe.co.uk/en/resources/resource/477/MultiplicationTables-Check
https://ttrockstars.com/
http://www.numbergym.co.uk/
https://www.mymaths.co.uk/


D & T 
 

 
 

 

Simple Circuits and Switches  

Electrical Systems and Circuits 

Designing: Gather information about needs and wants, and develop design criteria to inform the design 

of products that are fit for purpose, aimed at particular individuals or groups. Generate, develop, model 
and communicate realistic ideas through discussion and, as appropriate, annotated sketches, cross-

sectional and exploded diagrams.  

Making: Order the main stages of making.  Select from and use tools and equipment to cut, shape, join 
and finish with some accuracy.  

Select from and use materials and components, including construction materials and electrical 

components according to their functional properties and aesthetic qualities. Evaluating  
Investigate and analyse a range of existing battery-powered products.  

Evaluate their ideas and products against their own design criteria and identify the strengths and areas 

for improvement in their work. 

P.E 
 

 

 

 

Autumn 1 

 

Dodge-ball 

I can use control and accuracy to aim at a target. 

I can choose skills needed when competing in games. 
I can follow the rules of a game. 

I can work as part of a team. 

 

Fitness 

I can improve my stamina. 

I can move and strengthen my muscles. 

 

Autumn 2 

 

Football 

I can. keep possession of the ball 

I can vart tactics and adapt skills depending on what is happening in the game . 
 

Dance 

I can take the lead when working with a partner or group. . 

I can use dance to communicate an idea. 

Music 

 

 
Mamma Mia 

ABBA 

I can perform a simple part rhythmically.                                                                              
I can sing songs from memory with accurate pitch. 

I can improvise using repeated patterns.                                                                                 

I can use notation to record and interpret sequences of pitches. 

R.E 

 

 

What does it mean to be a Hindu in Britain 

Can I describe the puja and how it shows Hindu faith? 

Can I make connections with some Hindu beliefs and teachings about aims and duties in life? 

Can I describe some ways in which Hindus express their faith through puja, aarti and bhajans? 
Can I suggest at least two reasons why being a Hindu is a good thing in Britain today, and two reasons 

why it might be hard sometimes? 

Can I discuss links between the actions of Hindus in helping others and ways in which people of other 
faiths and beliefs, including pupils themselves, help others? 

Can I describe how the life of Gandhi shows Hindu beliefs in action? 

PHSE 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Autumn 1 

Being Me in My World 

Being part of a class team 

Being a school citizen 
Rights, responsibilities and democracy (school council) 

Rewards and consequences 

Group decision- making 

Having a voice 

What motivates behaviour? 

Autumn 2 

Celebrating Difference 

Challenging assumptions 

Judging by appearance 

Accepting self and others 
Understanding influences 

Understanding bullying 

 

 

 



French  
 

Les Monstres 
Can I name the main parts of the body? 

Do I  know numbers 1-10? 

I can use newly learnt vocabulary to describe myself and others? 
Do I know a traditional French song and dance? 

 

Le calendrier des fêtes 

I know the months and dates in French. 

I have studied a range of different festivals celebrated in French. 

I have learnt about Christmas traditions in France. 

Computing 
 

 

 

 

 

Online Safety and Coding 

I can design code, test and debug 

I can make a playable game 

I know how to keep safe online. 
I can follow the SMART Rules 

I know how to use  search engine effectively. 

 

 

Homework  
The children will receive weekly homework given each Monday. It is a school expectation that this will be 

completed by the following Monday. Please support your child with this. Some maths homework will need 

to be completed on the MyMaths website (logins are included in the back of the planners.)  

Y4 homework is: 

 

Reading x 5 per week- planners are checked weekly and the children’s reads are counted. They move along 

our huge reading worm in the classroom and are rewarded for 25/ 50 and 75 reads. Please continue to hear 

your child read daily and record this in their planners. Thank you so much to those of you who recognise the 

value of this time for your children. We always find that the children who do this daily progress well. 

Reading other books to your child, including chapter books, is also beneficial as this will introduce more 

adventurous vocabulary to your child which they can then use in their own writing. Always pop it in your 

child’s planner so we can see the books they are enjoying. Each child will bring home a levelled reading 

book that they should be able to read more confidently and a chosen book to share with you for pleasure. 

You may need to help them with this book. The children can change their own book in school once read 

with an adult. 10 mins per day 

 

Weekly Spellings given in planners which correspond to the activities on Spelling Shed. Spelling Shed can 

be accessed from home https://www.spellingshed.com/en-gb/index.html  and each child has their own log in 

written in the back of their planner. 10 mins per day 

 

Maths- Table Rock Stars (have a go at the games and activities to help your child learn their times tables- 

look at the websites detailed above). 10 mins per day 

 

P.E 
P.E will continue to be on Mondays and Thursdays, but we ask that P.E kits are left in school all week in 

case we have P.E at other times. 

 

All children need a PE kit in school at all times please. School P.E t-shirts will be provided to your child for 

the year and will need black shorts or long tracksuit bottoms/ leggings for outside.  

 

P.E does often take place outside so please ensure that their kit is appropriate for the current weather 

conditions.  

 

https://www.spellingshed.com/en-gb/index.html


Please make sure hair is tied back on these days and if you can please remove earrings. From experience 

children of this age find it very difficult to remove earrings quickly before a lesson and valuable time is 

wasted waiting for them to do so. Plasters and tape often fall off so isn’t the safest option. 

 

Thank you  

 

Mrs Burdett and Mrs Hockley  

 


